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Business Problem
Citibike is the largest bike share program in the United States with over 25,000 bikes 

and 1,500 stations serving the greater New York City area. Transportation by bike has 

increased in popularity since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and Citibike gives 

New Yorkers an easy, convenient, and environmentally friendly way to get around. 

Ensuring docking stations are both properly stocked is critical for Citibike’s members 

to have a smooth experience. Identifying when the highly utilized stations will be full 

will help Citibike better allocate their resources and allow them to redistribute bikes 

to the right areas at the right times. Increasing satisfaction will increase retention and 

aid in further expansion of the program.

Solution
Using Citibike’s detailed trip data, this team will create a model to predict demand at a 

given station at any given time. The model’s outputs will feed a Tableau dashboard for 

visualization.

Introduction
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Citibike Trip History
This dataset from Citibike’s website includes extensive details of every single ride for 

every individual that month. The fields include: Ride ID, Rideable type, Started at, Ended 

at, Start station name, Start station ID, End station name, End station ID, Start latitude, 

Start longitude, End latitude, End Longitude, Member or casual ride. Start station name and 

End station name will help us analyze the high demand stations and routes. Started at 

and Ended at would give us the peak hours of operation. Together we can predict 

stations where more bikes would be needed. The data have already been processed to 

remove any trips that were below 60 seconds in length (potentially false starts or 

users trying to re-dock a bike to ensure it's secure). This data also excludes trips that 

are taken by staff as they service and inspect the system, trips that are taken to/from 

any of our “test” stations.

General Bikeshare Feed Specification (GBFS)
This dataset published by Citibike  is needed to determine bike capacity at each 

station. Fields needed include latitude, longitude, station name, and capacity (number 

of docks).

Datasets

https://s3.amazonaws.com/tripdata/index.html
http://gbfs.citibikenyc.com/gbfs/gbfs.json
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Weather
Because temperature and precipitation can impact bike usage, weather data is needed 

to predict activity. Daily summary data for the Central Park, New York weather 

station is available from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) public database. Fields that will be used from this dataset include maximum 

temperature, minimum temperature, total precipitation, and total snowfall.

New York City Neighborhoods
Neighborhood and borough information will be used to group docking stations. A 

dataset containing zip code, borough name, and neighborhood name can be pulled 

from data.betaNYC, a website with a variety of publicly available NYC datasets.

Datasets

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/
https://data.beta.nyc/en/dataset/pediacities-nyc-neighborhoods/resource/7caac650-d082-4aea-9f9b-3681d568e8a5
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Citibike Trip History
Trip history files spanning January 2017 through September 2021 were downloaded 

from the Citibike website, unzipped, and merged in a Jupyter notebook. A variable for 

the COVID-19 pandemic was added to indicate whether the trip had occurred before 

or after New York’s stay-at-home order on March 22, 2020. During the data 

acquisition and cleaning process, we learned that Citibike had changed the format of 

their data files, though the most essential data for our analysis (dates and stations) 

were retained. Columns that could not be reconciled across the formats were 

dropped. Trips missing start or end station information were also dropped from the 

dataset. Trips were further restricted to only stations with sufficient data for our 

planned modeling. Specifically, stations had to:

1. Be ‘current’, defined as those stations present in the General Bikeshare Feed 

Specification (GBFS) as of 10/06/2021, to ensure predictions are relevant;

2. Have at least one year of trips (09/2020-09/2021) to allow a full cycle of 

historical data;

3. Be located in an area defined as a neighborhood;

4. And be an active station in October 2021 (i.e., not under construction or 

temporarily removed for road work).

Data Cleaning
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Citibike Stations - Neighborhoods
Parquet files were pulled from GitHub into a Jupyter notebook using pyarrow and 

pandas. Zip codes were added if missing or replaced if incorrect using the latitude and 

longitude fields. Neighborhood information from the New York CIty neighborhood 

dataset was merged using zip code. For missing neighborhoods that also had a district, 

the district filled in the missing value.

General Bikeshare Feed Specification (GBFS)
The JSON file containing the station capacity information was read into a Jupyter 

notebook using pandas, JSON package, and the urllib.request package. An object was 

created from station_information using urlopen from urllib.request. A dataframe of 

relevant columns, including station capacity (maximum number of bikes that can park 

at a station) , was compiled using pandas.

Weather
A CSV file containing data for the Central Park weather station was loaded into a 

Jupyter notebook using pandas. Rows containing SOD (Summary of Day) and the 

maximum temperature, minimum temperature, total precipitation, and total snowfall 

columns were selected. String values in precipitation and snowfall (‘T’ for trace) were 

recoded to 0.

Data Cleaning

https://gbfs.citibikenyc.com/gbfs/es/station_information.json
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Visualizations

Several visualizations  were produced for discovery. First, a bar chart was created to 

see the trip counts by month from 2017:

This chart typically shows an increase in activity around the summer months except during 2019. 

Second, you would  notice a significant growth between 2020 - 2021 (onset of the pandemic) where 

people preferred to ride more than taking public transport. 

Exploratory Data Analysis

Rides by Month
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Looking at the least popular start and end stations, we can note that there are no overlaps between any of these 

stations. They are all located outside of Manhattan in Brooklyn or the Bronx.

Exploratory Data Analysis

Most popular start and end stations delineated by pre- and post-pandemic show three stations that have 

stayed the most in-demand regardless of COVID-19. Notably, Pershing Square North station usage, located 

near Grand Central Terminal in Midtown Manhattan, has dropped out of the most-used stations after the 

pandemic. This seems logical since this station  is in a very business and office-heavy area.

Most and least popular stations:
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Exploratory Data Analysis

The table shows the top 3 most popular start stations by days of the week. Pershing Square North is the most popular 

station on weekdays. In contrast, West St & Chambers St and 12th Ave & W 40th St are the most popular stations on 

weekends.

When taking into account the most popular end stations by days of the week, we can see the same trend for Pershing 

Square North. 12 Ave & W 40 St is still dominated by weekend users, but we see that more people are ending their 

Citibike trips at West St & Chambers St on weekdays. Conversely, there are less trips ending at E 17th St & Broadway  

on certain weekdays. By following the trip destination per time unit and joining with the bike station capacity data, we 

could predict demand at popular bike stations to motivate re-distribution of bikes or implementing other solutions to 

maximize Citibike availability and usage.

Popular stations by day of week:
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Stations by borough and neighborhood:

Exploratory Data Analysis

This graph shows the number of stations along the y-axis for boroughs along the x-axis. 

Manhattan has the greatest number of stations, followed by Brooklyn. Queens and Bronx have 

relatively fewer stations.

This graph shows the number of stations along the y-axis for neighborhoods along the x-axis 

with color showing borough. The Northwest Brooklyn neighborhood has the greatest number 

of stations, followed by Bushwick and Williamsburg, also in Brooklyn.
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Station capacity by borough:

Exploratory Data Analysis

This graph shows station capacity (maximum number of bikes that can park at a station) in bins 

along the x-axis and the number of stations falling into each of those bins along the y-axis for 

boroughs shown by different colors. Manhattan tends to have the highest capacity stations, 

followed by Brooklyn. Queens and Bronx have relatively lower capacity stations.
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Exploratory Data Analysis

This graph is similar to the above, but shows the trend with the ending borough.

This graph shows the number of rides per day of the week starting at stations across the boroughs, 

shown by different colors. Across all days of the week, Manhattan has the greatest number of rides, 

followed by Brooklyn, Queens, and the Bronx. Manhattan sees the most rides during the 

workweek, whereas Brooklyn and Queens show small spikes on the weekend

Rides by day of week and borough:
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Exploratory Data Analysis

This graph is similar to the above, but shows the trend with the ending borough.

This graph shows the number of rides per hour of the day starting at stations across the boroughs, 

shown by different colors. Across all hours of the day, the greatest number of rides originate in 

Manhattan, followed by Brooklyn, then Queens and the Bronx. The distribution is bimodal, with the 

greatest number of rides seen at around approximately 6pm (18 hours) followed by 9am, 

potentially corresponding to commuter traffic. Very few rides start between 2-4 am.

Rides by hour of day and borough:
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Exploratory Data Analysis

This graph is similar to the above, but shows the trend with the ending borough.

This graph shows the number of rides per hour of the day starting at stations across the boroughs, 

shown by different colors. Across all hours of the day, the greatest number of rides originate in 

Manhattan, followed by Brooklyn, then Queens and the Bronx. The distribution is bimodal, with the 

greatest number of rides seen at around approximately 6pm (18 hours) followed by 9am, 

potentially corresponding to commuter traffic. Very few rides start between 2-4 am.

Rides by hour of day and borough for weekends and weekdays:
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Exploratory Data Analysis

These graphs show the number of originating rides by hour of the day for weekdays in the left column and 

weekends in the right column boroughs in rows. Different colored data paths show individual neighborhoods 

within each borough. The individual neighborhood data tend to reflect the trends seen for the boroughs, with 

the distributions of rides across weekend days and weekdays differing. The weekday rides tend to show a 

distinct bimodal distribution with peaks at around approximately 6pm and 9am. By contrast, the weekend 

distributions are unimodal and more smooth, with a peak around 2pm.

Start neighborhoods by hour of day and borough for weekends and weekdays:
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Exploratory Data Analysis

These graphs are very similar to the previous graphs but show end neighborhoods. Shown are the 

number of rides ending across hours of the day for weekdays in the left column and weekends in 

the right column for boroughs in rows. Colored data paths show neighborhoods within each 

borough. The trends are very similar to those described for the start neighborhoods, with a few 

exceptions. For example, weekday morning rides in Manhattan are more likely to end in Chelsea 

and Clinton relative to the lower East Side, whereas rides are equally likely to start in these two  

neighborhoods during weekday mornings (see previous figure).

End neighborhoods by hour of day and borough for weekends and weekdays:
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Exploratory Data Analysis

This graph shows the proportion of rides ending in a given neighborhood (x-axis) for each starting 

neighborhood (y-axis). Darker colors indicate a relatively greater proportion of starting rides 

ending in that neighborhood. Rides typically end in the same neighborhood where they started, 

though this varies by neighborhood, with rides beginning in neighborhoods such as Southern 

Brooklyn, Southwest Queens, and West Central Queens being more likely to end in a different 

neighborhood.

Proportion of start rides ending in a given neighborhood:
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Exploratory Data Analysis

These graphs show cumulative records of number of bikes leaving and arriving on the y-axis over 

the past year with dates along the x-axis for a selection of top station shown in separate panels.  If 

trips alone accounted for the number of bikes at a station, we would expect to see this variability 

constrained by station capacity (maximum capacity of any station = 91). However, the very large 

positive and negative numbers indicate other variables account for bike availability at these 

stations. Specifically, Citibike already engages in redistribution efforts, and these data are not 

publically available. Additionally, although Citibike publishes a live feed of bike availability at a 

given station, historical data on bike availability are not available. Thus, for our models, we had to 

redefine our target outcome.  

Cumulative bikes leaving from and returning to top stations
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Target
We aimed to predict whether a bike was likely to be available at a station at a given 

time. Although the actual number of bikes at a station was not publically available, we 

developed a measure of undersupply from Citibike trip history data. Specifically, we 

calculated bike net change, the total bikes leaving versus returning during a time 

block, for each station at every 30-minute time block from January 2017 through 

September 2021. Bike net change was then compared to the station’s total capacity. If 

the number of bikes that left (less those returned) during a time block exceeded 80% 

of the station’s total capacity, we considered that station at that time block as 

undersupplied (versus adequately supplied). 

Modeling
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Features
Features for modeling were extracted from the Citibike trips dataset, the Stations - 

Neighborhoods dataset, and the weather dataset. Additionally, key dates were 

identified and coded by the team (e.g., COVID-19 pandemic stay-at-home order, bank 

holidays). Categorical variables were dummycoded to address assumptions of order 

and scale for model fitting. All features were joined into a single dataset.

Modeling

Feature Measurement Source

Day of week
 

Categorical Citibike Trips

Holiday
 

Binary Coded by team

Covid-19 Pandemic: Stay at home order 
Dates between 03/22/2020 - 06/08/2020

Binary Coded by team

Covid-19 Pandemic
Dates after 03/22/2020

Binary Coded by team

30 min block
 

Continuous Citibike Trips

Month
 

Categorical Citibike Trips

Station Popularity
Average proportion of daily trips starting at a station

Continuous Citibike Trips

Population density Continuous New York Neighborhoods

Minimum Daily Temperature
 

Continuous Weather

Maximum Daily Temperature
 

Continuous Weather

Rain
Dichotomized to reconcile with weather predictions

Binary Weather

Snow
Dichotomized to reconcile with weather predictions

Binary Weather
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Model Selection
Because our data were labeled (known outcomes), we considered supervised learning 

methods, and  we narrowed our model selection to classification models because our 

target was binary (station adequately supplied vs undersupplied). Eventually, we 

chose to fit Random Forest Classification models. For modeling, we split our data into 

a training set, consisting of 80% of the data, and a testing set, consisting of 20% of the 

data. Models were fit on the training data, and then the test features were used to 

predict the test targets and evaluate performance. Because our target distribution 

was very imbalanced (only ~.05% of stations/times were undersupplied), we focused 

primarily on precision, recall, and F1 (harmonic accuracy) as evaluation metrics.

Modeling

Initial Model
We fit Random Forest Classifiers using the SciKit Learn package in Jupyter Notebook. 

The initial untuned model used the Random Forest Classifier default parameters and a 

random_state of 42, but demonstrated potential issues with overfitting to the training 

data:

Untuned: Training Set Performance

Precision Recall F1

Adequate 1.00 1.00 1.00

Undersupplied 0.99 0.95 0.97

Untuned: Test Set Performance

Precision Recall F1

Adequate 1.00 1.00 1.00

Undersupplied 0.30 0.22 0.25
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Modeling
Model Performance
After fitting the random forest model with default parameters, we tuned parameters 

to adjust the model. Given concerns about imbalanced classes and overfitting, our 

tuning focused on four key parameters:

We attempted hyperparameter tuning with RandomSearchCV and GridSearchCV, but 

we were unable to complete these searches due to memory constraints given the 

large size of our dataset (>20 million rows) and the computationally heavy nature of 

Random Forest. Instead, we manually ran models with various parameters to identify 

combinations that improved the model. No model produced both good precision and 

good recall for the undersupplied stations. Ultimately, we selected a model with 

relatively higher recall and lower precision based on the greater potential problems 

associated with a false negative (thinking a bike is available when/where you need it 

but a bike is not available, potentially causing delays) versus a false positive (thinking 

no bike is available and planning travel to a slightly further station, though a bike 

actually was available at a closer station).

Parameter Description Values

class_weight Weighting of minority class overall 
or in bootstrapped sample

None, balanced, balanced_subsamples

n_estimators Number of trees in the forest 100, 200

max_depth Maximum depth of each tree in the 
forest

None, 10, 30, 50

min_samples_leaf Minimum samples left in each 
branch after a split

1, 2, 4, 8 ,12, 16
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Modeling
Best Model
The parameters selected for our final model included n_estimators=100, 

min_samples_leaf = 8, and class_weight=‘balanced’.  Unfortunately, even with model 

tuning, the F1 score for undersupplied stations in the test set was subpar (0.34).

Tuned: Train Set Performance

Precision Recall F1

Adequate 1.00 1.00 1.00

Undersupplied 0.25 1.0 0.40

Tuned: Test Set Performance

Precision Recall F1

Adequate 1.00 1.00 1.00

Undersupplied 0.21 0.83 0.34

The 5 most important features 

calculated from test set 

permutations were time of day, 

Saturday, Sunday, snowfall, and the 

month of March. 

This precision-recall curve shows the 

tradeoff between precision and recall for 

the best tuned model. There was greater 

variability in precision at lower recall 

values that stabilized somewhat at 

moderate values before dropping 

markedly as recall approached 1.0.
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Modeling
Future Prediction
A prediction dataset was created with the same features as the training and testing 

datasets. The prediction dataset spanned 10/25/2021 - 10/31/2021 and included 

dates and times, station popularity calculated based on CitiBike trips, and 10-day New 

York City weather predictions from Weather.com. Any chance of rain was coded as 1 

for rain. The tuned model was then fit to these features to generate predictions. 

These figures show the model’s predictions for number of  stations undersupplied 

(y-axis)  by  time of day (top panel x-axis) and day of week (bottom panel x-axis). 

The time of day predictions show a peak during around 9am, consistent with peak 

trips observed in the EDA. However, there is no second peak around the evening 

commute, and stations undersupplied drops markedly around 3am. Our model 

predicted that Friday and Saturday would have the most undersupplied stations.

https://weather.com/weather/tenday/l/96f2f84af9a5f5d452eb0574d4e4d8a840c71b05e22264ebdc0056433a642c84#detailIndex5
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Dashboard
A Tableau dashboard was developed to meet the need of a Citibike user that would 

like to determine the likelihood of bike availability at a station at any given point in 

time. The dashboard offers filter options for borough, station, day, and time. Using 

the geospatial features within Tableau, as well as the predictive model outputs, the 

dashboard displays the available bike stations at the time selected by the end user. In 

the event a station is not available, the dashboard also offers alternative stations at 

the preferred distance selected by the customer. Using the buffer features, a pink 

buffer radius surrounds the unavailable bike station, and the dashboard displays 

nearby stations where a bike is likely available. Customers can use this for future 

planning to understand the likelihood of bike availability, as well as plan ahead to go to 

other nearby stations.

Dashboard
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Conclusions
Citibike is the largest bike share program in the United States and gives New Yorkers 

an easy, convenient, and environmentally friendly way to get around. Ensuring 

docking stations are properly stocked is critical for Citibike’s members to have a 

smooth experience. Although Citibike engages in some bike redistribution efforts, 

these are not sufficient to ensure adequate bike availability at all stations and at all 

times. 

Through our analysis, we sought to understand Citibike use and to develop a model to 

predict bike undersupply.  Using Citibike’s detailed trip data, we analyzed trends in 

station utilization, differences in bike trips by station and borough, and temporal 

patterns in Citibike use. We developed a novel measure of station demand and 

merged data from multiple sources and datasets to develop features for a predictive 

model. We also developed a preliminary model to predict demand at a specific station 

at a given time, and we fed our model a future features set to create predictions of 

future demand to inform a live dashboard. 

We developed a Tableau dashboard that visualizes the outputs of our model as well as 

offers a user-friendly interface for New York City cyclists that would like to plan 

ahead and see whether bikes are available at their preferred stations at their needed 

time.

Conclusions
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Future Work
Our random forest classifier did not produce high precision, recall, or F1 scores for 

undersupplied stations, even after tuning. We have considered a number of steps to 

improve performance in the future. Specifically, we could:

1. Change our data cleaning procedures. For example, we dropped trips starting 

and/or ending at stations that met specified criteria before we calculated our 

station undersupply measure. Including these trips in the undersupply 

calculation and then dropping non-targeted stations could provide additional 

useful information and may have increased the proportion of stations 

undersupplied (.05% as defined).

2. Improve our feature engineering. We included features that seemed relevant, 

but we could identify additional relevant features (e.g., holiday weekends, 

geolocation). We could also change our measurement of some features, such as 

sine/cosine transformations of time of day to better reflect  its cyclical nature.

3. Try additional models. We had additionally planned to fit several different 

classification models (e.g., logistic regression, naive bayes, SVM), but the time 

needed to test and redefine our measure of station undersupply prevented us 

from fitting additional models during the project time frame.

Conclusions


